Central Email Management for Cloud Mailboxes

Improved security under Office 365

More and more businesses are choosing to run their email mailboxes in Office 365. In the cloud, secure, central management is also of utmost importance for email communication. Unfortunately, Office 365’s standard tools aren’t adequate in this area.

Office 365 lacks advanced security features, such as protection against crypto-trojans or anomaly-based data loss recognition. And the limitations on email encryption mean that emails with S/MIME can only be client encrypted and decrypted, without central encryption or PGP support. And neither granular enterprise ready management of email signatures nor comprehensive email archiving are part of Office 365.

iQ.Suite for Office 365 is a sophisticated email management solution that provides the features you need: Email signature management, encrypting and decrypting of emails, protection against malware and phishing, data leakage prevention as well as advanced email archiving. All of which vastly improve security, confidentiality and data protection when using Office 365.

The choice is yours – run iQ.Suite under Microsoft Azure or on-premises in your company. iQ.Suite supports cloud operation as well as hybrid operation.
GBS is a leading provider of solutions and services for the Microsoft and IBM collaboration platform. More than 5,000 customers and 4 million users worldwide trust in the expertise of GBS.

Benefits

- Seamless integration with Office 365
- No need to make changes to existing infrastructure
- Improved security over Office 365’s standard tools
- Centralised, automated processes

Cloud scenario: iQ.Suite in Microsoft Azure + Office 365

Do you intend to run your complete email environment in the cloud? Then Microsoft Azure hosted iQ.Suite is the perfect solution: Emails from Office 365 mailboxes are forwarded to iQ.Suite in Microsoft Azure, automatically processed and returned to Office 365. Supporting inbound, outbound and internal emails. IT manager can easily and quickly define and adjust the centralised set of rules in iQ.Suite as needed.

Hybrid scenario: iQ.Suite on-premises + Office 365

You’re planning to run your email mailboxes in the cloud under Office 365 but your email management solution should be on-premises? Not a problem for iQ.Suite! Inbound and outbound emails are forwarded from Office 365 to iQ.Suite in your data centre. No matter whether iQ.Suite is run on an IBM Domino or a Microsoft Exchange / SMTP server, you’ll profit from the centralised processes and seamless integration with your Office 365 environment.
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